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EHR Trends 2017: More Advancements are on the Cards 

 

Electronic Health Records frameworks (EHR) have progressed considerably in the few years, owing to the 

advancements of the Healthcare landscape. With this in mind, Physicians along with their medical billing 

and coding arrangements should get ready for some more progressions in 2017.  

Doctor's facilities are keeping on overhauling their EHRs as the demands for Meaningful Use necessities 

(MU) and value based care activities keep on growing. Hospitals would want to incorporate some of these 

components into the system they utilize. Doctors and the in house attendants need EHRs that will make 

their lives simpler.  

Here are some of trending topics that will require the attention of practitioner in 2017 with regards to EHR 

developments.  

Expansion in cloud computing  

Healthcare is no exemption to being one of the numerous enterprises that is making a switch into the 

world of apps and cloud computing. It's less costly for practices to execute and upgrade EHR modules and 

analytical tools on the cloud platform. It's likewise not important to purchase new equipment when you're 

utilizing the cloud. Besides, EHRs will get to be distinctly portable amicable. Social insurance laborers 

require consistent openness, and the least demanding approach to do this is from their cell phone. Having 

a cell phone or tablet close by makes their lives much more straightforward when making patient rounds. 

They also don’t want to be inconveniently tied down to a computer throughout the day. And thus to make 

it happen, many EHRs will have updated interfaces for complete mobile friendliness on their cloud 

platform. This will lead to more convenience and efficiency for doctors and nurses. 
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Monitoring the Meaningful Use Progression  

Five critical areas will be the focus for Physicians in 2017, when we speak about the trends for Meaningful 

Use requirements which are:  

• Improved patient care and coordination: Real-Time Physician Diagnosis Optimization and Problem List     

management . 

• Engaging patients and families in their care. 

• Ensuring reasonable security and privacy of patient’s health information.  

• Improving general public health: Real-Time CDI Specialist for Documentation Improvement  

• Improving safety, quality, effectiveness, and dispensing health disparities.  

The government will keep on monitoring adoption, certification, progress, and EHR use and misuse. One 

likely result is that there will be new coding rules soon and it will be better for practitioners to align with 

expert medical billing and coding agencies to perform those tasks. Moreover, better clinical decision 

support and greater use of wireless remote outpatient monitoring are likely trends to see in 2017.  

Building trust on the Influx of Data  

The best opportunity for healthcare service providers to optimize their operation through EHR is by 

building a trust on the data that is being captured. Do remember that there is an internal connection 

between trust, data and value based care. What's more, it's the ideal opportunity for healthcare providers 

and technology companies to bridge the gap between the two. Legitimate wellbeing information trade 

requires share-accommodating strategies and shared motivating forces. Above all, it likewise requires trust 

between insurance partners. Without trust, stakeholders won't be willing to make data accessible for your 

practice that will make information effortlessly open, which will create various issues.  

Electronic Health Records is the key to streamline your physicians practice and manage Revenue Cycle 

Management with Meaningful Use. Along these lines, monitoring the possible trends for 2017 can make 

your in hose staff ready to face the upcoming changes, and it will also make you aware as a practitioner of 

the latest medical billing and coding requirements.  
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